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Abstract

In this paper, we present the pattern analysis of autoradiogram images obtained in two-dimensional

gel electrophoresis based on the RLGS (restriction landmark genome scanning) method [1]. On a

RLGS autoradiogram image, several thousands of spots can be observed; one spot corresponds to

one genetic locus and its intensity reects the copy number of the restriction landmark. In the �rst

step of the computer analysis, geometrical location and density of each spot was detected by apply-

ing some kinds of operators, including gradient and ring operators, to the autoradiogram image.

As the second step, structured features of the spot pattern was extracted and represented as struc-

tured graph. Two or more structured graphs can be matched and compared by computer e�ciently,

enabling high-speed and fully-automated scanning of genomic DNA.

1 Introduction

RLGS (restriction landmark genome scanning) method developed by Hayashizaki et. al [1] is one of the

most powerful experimental procedures which can be applied to high-speed genome mapping. Through

this method, restriction enzyme sites on genomic DNA are used as landmarks, being guideposts on

the genome. These landmark information can be scanned over whole genome by employing direct

end-labeling of genomic DNA fragments and high-resolutional two-dimensional gel electrophoresis.

Such landmarks can be detected as several thousands of spots on the autoradiogram images of two-

dimensional gel electrophoresis. Since each variant spot segregates as an independent genetic locus,

simultaneous mapping of a large number of loci can be achieved by recognizing locations and intensities

of the spots. It is impossible, however, either to separate all of the several thousands of spots or to

determine their intensities by visual inspection. It is also di�cult by hand to compare two or more

images, in order to perceive the translocation, ampli�cation and deletion of spots. Such di�culties

on RLGS analysis make the high-speed multiplex genome mapping impractical. To overcome the

above problems, we have developed automated image processing scheme which extracts locations and

intensities of several thousands of spots simultaneously and reliably. We also propose the computer

representation of RLGS spot patterns and reliable pattern matching scheme.



2 Detection of RLGS spots

The analysis of RLGS spots begins with digitization of X-ray �lm with an image scanner. The digitized

image is, then, preprocessed for image enhancement and smoothing. Here, let the preprocessed image

be �(x; y). By applying a thresholding operator [2] to �(x; y) and jgrad�j, we obtain the resultant

binary images f(x; y) and g(x; y), where

f(x; y) =

(
1; if�(x; y) � t1
0; otherwise

and g(x; y) =

(
1; ifjgrad�j > t2
0; otherwise

:

As the proceeding step, a ring operator is applied to �(x; y) on the domain f(x; y) j f(x; y)�g(x; y) =

1g to detect the maximal points, as follows.

h(x; y) = max�(x; y) � max�(x; y), where C(x; y) = f(u; v) j (u � x)2 + (u � y)2 � r2
M
g and

R(x; y) = f(u; v) j r2m � (u� x)2 + (u� y)2 � r2
M
g:

Finally, the spots detected in the above steps are labeled for their identi�cation.

3 Extraction and representation of structured features

Patterns of spot locations and intensities found on RLGS autoradiogram image should be extracted and

should be represented as computer accessible form for further analysis. Here, we represent the RLGS

spot pattern as two kinds of structured graph, that is, the Delaunay net and relative neighborhood

graph [3], rather than a simple set of feature points. Two or more RLGS patterns represented as

structured graphs can be matched by means of a graph search method [4]. The high-speed and

reliable comparison reveals the di�erences among RLGS patterns, such as translocation, ampli�cation

and deletion of the spots, which specify the changes in genomic DNA.

4 Summary

We have investigated an analysis system of autoradiogram images for genome scanning, which con-

tributes to automation of the RLGS method and spurs the development of a gene-based-diagnosis

system.
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